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Part One: Trends

§ HIV/AIDS in the region of the former Soviet Union

§ Key drivers of the epidemic

Part Two: Vulnerabilities

§ Understanding vulnerabilities

§ HIV/AIDS and injecting drug users (IDUs)

§ HIV/AIDS and men who have sex with men (MSM)

Part Three: Responses

§ How have countries in the region responded to HIV/AIDS?

§ Comparing country responses 





§ “The World has delivered on halting and reversing the AIDS epidemic. Now we must 
commit to ending the AIDS epidemic by 2030 as part of the Sustainable Development 
Goals.”

UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon (UNGA 2015)

ØThe global AIDS epidemic has been halted and reversed however AIDS is not over. 

ØThe region of Eastern Europe and Central Asia is the only region in the world where 
annual new HIV infections continues to rise rapidly.





§ 1981: First cases of a rare lung infection were found in gay men in Los Angeles

§ 1982: Term „AIDS“ (acquired immune deficiency syndrome) was first used to describe 
the new disease; AIDS cases were also being reported in a number of European 
countries.

§ 1983: WHO held its first international meeting on HIV/AIDS

§ 1984: Virus was discovered at the National Cancer Institute (US) and the Pasteur 
Institute (France); Françoise Barré-Sinoussi and Luc Montagnier received the Nobel 
Prize for Medicine in 2008 for the discovery

§ 1995: first antiretroviral treatment approved

§ 2001: UN General Assembly Special Session on HIV/AIDS

§ 2013: An estimated 35 million people were living with HIV

§ 2015: Millennium Development Goal (MDG6) relating to HIV and AIDS was reached

§ 2016: New goal - end HIV/AIDS by 2030



KEY FACTS







§ Russia and Ukraine account for 90 
percent of all cases in the WHO region of 
Eastern Europe and Central Asia

§ Epidemics are closely related to injecting 
drug use

§ Russia
§ Number of people newly diagnosed with 

HIV has risen by 149% since 2006
§ In January 2016, Russia reached its millionth 

case of HIV

§ Ukraine
§ 240,000 people were living with HIV (2016)



KEY FACTS: RUSSIA
• Rapid spread of HIV infection over the past decade

• Registered cases: 907.607 (Russian Federal AIDS Centre, 31 October 2015), 
estimated number of people living with HIV/AIDS: 1 – 3 million

• Prevalence rate: 494,6 / 100,000 of the population

• New infections in 2015: 98,000 (as a comparison: 6,095 new HIV infections in the UK 
in 2015)

• Biggest HIV/AIDS epidemic in Europe; Russia and Ukraine account for 90 percent 
of all cases in the WHO region of Eastern Europe and Central Asia

• Injecting drug use is primary mode of transmission

• Young people are most affected (80% of HIV positive are between 15 and 30 years 
old)



TIMELINE: RUSSIA
§ 1987: First case of HIV-infection in Russia identified in St. Petersburg

§ Until 1995: few numbers of HIV/AIDS infection throughout Russia

§ 2000/2001: Outbreaks of HIV/AIDS, predominantly among communities of drug 
users

§ Most vulnerable groups: injecting drug users (IDUs), sex workers, men who have 
sex with men (MSM), and prison inmates

§ Generalization of the epidemic; more than 1 percent of the population (15 to 49 
years) is HIV-positive

§ Increasing mortality from HIV-related causes

§ HIV-TB co-infection









UNDERSTANDING VULNERABILITIES
§ Barnett, Tony and Alan Whiteside (2006) AIDS in the 

21st Century. Disease and Globalization, 2nd ed, 
Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan.

§ Vulnerability describes “those features of society, 
social and economic institution or process that 
makes it more or less likely that excess morbidity 
and mortality associated with disease will have 
negative impacts”.

§ Risk to HIV = “characteristic of the environment 
rather than of the individuals or the particular 
practices”.
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group

Individual 
vulnerability



§ People who inject drugs (PWID)

§ Sex workers

§ Women

§ Men who have sex with men (MSM)

§ Prisoners

§ Young people





§ “I was shocked to learn that drug injection in…prison was worse than on the streets of 
Gatchina, where I lived. The guards helped supply drugs and prison leaders made 
sure we remained addicted. Many of us paid with our lives. Some guys overdosed, 
others became HIV-infected like me and tuberculosis finished off the rest of us. Even 
though all of us were sick, seeing a doctor and getting care was nearly impossible.”

Sasha, an injecting drug user from Russia

§ Source:
Altice, FL. et al, (2016) ‘The perfect storm: incarceration and the high-risk environment perpetuating 
transmission of HIV, hepatitis C virus, and tuberculosis in Eastern Europe and Central Asia’ The Lancet, Sep 
17; 388(10050): 1228–1248





§ 1995 AIDS Law: all citizen are entitled to HIV treatment

§ Russian Federal AIDS Center = main state institution, 
responsible for prevention, treatment, care and support

§ Federal Aids Center = subdivision of Rozpotrebnadzor

§ Russian Federal AIDS Center has branches in all regions

§ Center is responsible for epidemiological monitoring, 
prevention and treatment

Vadim V. Pokrovsky



§ Outdated data

§ Since 2012 no regularly publication of newly registered cases

§ Confusion on indicators

§ Estimated cases are believed to be (much) higher than officially registered cases

§ Stigma has an impact on data quality



• Growing concern about health and social problems from the side of political 
decision makers opens up opportunities for HIV/AIDS NGOs in Russia

• Support of international organisations (UNAIDS) and transnational NGOs 
strengthens the position of HIV/AIDS NGOs in Russia

• Research project investigates the impact of NGOs on HIV/AIDS policy making

• Case studies in Moscow, St. Petersburg, Tomsk and Kaliningrad 



1. Advocacy (gaining access to decision making processes)

2. Service delivery (working as partners with state institutions, providing examples 
for interventions)

3. Empowerment (mobilizing constituencies)

1) EECAAC, 2008                  2) needle exchange 3) demonstration frontaids, 2004



CIVIL SOCIETY AND HIV/AIDS
§ NGOs fulfil important functions, but their overall influence on HIV/AIDS policy is 

limited

§ Risk of being marginalized and reduced to mere programme implementers

§ Essential prevention strategies are not conducted, or limited in scale and/or 
coverage

§ Programmes often organized on ad-hoc basis

§ Government policy response to HIV/AIDS remains largely declamatory (words, no 
deeds)

§ Overall reforms backlog in the health care system (problem among problem among 
problem)

§ Stigma, discrimination and societal opposition are barriers to HIV/AIDS prevention 
in Russia



“The rescue of the NGO sector are the NGOs themselves.”

Source: D. K., Forum of AIDS-service NGOs in Russia
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